June 23, 2016

TO:       Officials-in-Charge of Headquarters Offices
          Directors, NASA Centers
          Director, NASA Management Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

FROM:    Administrator

SUBJECT: Communication and Interactions with Members of Congress and Staff

This memorandum is to remind NASA Officials-in-Charge and Center Directors that the Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs (OLIA) coordinates activities and communications with Members of the United States Congress and their staffs.

In keeping with longstanding Agency policy, interactions with Members of Congress and their staffs should be coordinated in advance through OLIA, and any contacts from them should be reported immediately to the appropriate OLIA personnel. For requests or interactions with Members of the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations, OLIA will refer inquiries to the Office of the Chief Financial Officer.

- Requesting Congressional Meetings

  Senior officials may suggest meetings with Members of Congress and their staffs to advance Agency priorities and programs. Such meetings shall be coordinated in advance through OLIA. Participants at meetings shall be determined through consultation with OLIA.

- Responding to Congressional Phone and E-mail Inquiries

  From time to time, a Member of Congress or their staff will directly contact NASA employees. NASA employees shall refer the inquiry or request to OLIA, which will be responsible for responding to the Congressional office and tasking and tracking any needed actions.

While many other offices throughout NASA assist with these important communications, their efforts must be coordinated and approved by OLIA. Any questions about these important guidelines should be directed to the Chief of Staff, Mike French.
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